Ecosystem
Management
Platform

Product Overview
With increasing collaboration between companies throughout the globe in multiple
projects entailing hundreds of contracts and project documents, it becomes extensively
difficult for the concerned parties to keep track of documentary resources. This often
leads to unwanted delays in various project stages as well as confusion between project
partners. Taashee’s flagship blockchain based Ecosystem Management Platform (EMP)
aims to address this very issue.

Product Background
This product was developed for Alfresco, UK (Taashee being an Alfresco Gold Partner)
and the end user was a renowned financial company. The end user had a requirement
of signing, verifying and modifying multi-patriate contracts based on the dynamic
workflow design UI defining each party, percentage stake, signing phases and final
endorsing. This was implemented using IBM Hyperledger running in standalone mode
while the workflow &amp; document lifecycle management was done at the Alfresco
level.
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Product Details
The contracts and related project documents are hosted and their metadata, indexing
and lifecycle are managed using Alfresco. We can define the parties involved using their
names, stakes and their phases of signature in the Workflow Editor. The Workflow Editor is
linked to the Alfresco module and the contracts thus created, are managed as blockchains by the Hyperledger.
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In this model, Hyperledger maintains and manages all activities related to the contract
during its tenure. For example, if at a particular phase in the project, the parties involved
need to sign a contract, Hyperledger will make sure that all of them get reminders for it,
the signed contracts are safely stored or forwarded and the project does not move on if
any of the parties are yet to sign the contract.
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Advantages
Enhanced security cover provided to contract documents due to
blockchain based encryption
Increased visibility and transparency at all stages for all parties
involved in the contract
Reduced project delays and increased trust between partners

-

What are you waiting for?
Write to us at info@taashee.com, and we will get you started!
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